Abstract-In this paper, we propose a new geometry representation method for multiview image sets. Our approach relies on graphs to describe the multiview geometry information in a compact and controllable way. The links of the graph connect pixels in different images and describe the proximity between pixels in 3D space. These connections are dependent on the geometry of the scene and provide the right amount of information that is necessary for coding and reconstructing multiple views. Our multiview image representation is very compact and adapts the transmitted geometry information as a function of the complexity of the prediction performed at the decoder side. To achieve this, our graph-based representation (GBR) carefully selects the amount of geometry information needed before coding. This is in contrast with depth coding, which directly compresses with losses the original geometry signal, thus making it difficult to quantify the impact of coding errors on geometry-based interpolation. We present the principles of this GBR and we build an efficient coding algorithm to represent it. We compare our GBR approach to classical depth compression methods and compare their respective view synthesis qualities as a function of the compactness of the geometry description. We show that GBR can achieve significant gains in geometry coding rate over depth-based schemes operating at similar quality. Experimental results demonstrate the potential of this new representation.
I. INTRODUCTION
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image processing has received considerable attention in recent years. In particular, hardware technologies for the capture and the rendering of multiview content have improved significantly. For example, depth sensors and auto-stereoscopic displays have become popular recently [1] . This has led to novel immersive applications and thus to more challenges for the research community. One of the main open questions A. Ortega is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089 USA (e-mail: antonio. ortega@sipi.usc.edu).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TIP.2015.2400817 Fig. 1 . Pixel (r, c) in view 1 is associated to pixel (r , c ) in view 2, given its geometry (depth value z). An uncertainty about this pixel's depth leads to a spatial inaccuracy in view 2. This basic observation is the origin of the main drawbacks of depth-based representations. In contrast, our GBR uses disparity values built with the "just enough" precision to guarantee a good rendering quality.
in multiview data processing is the design of representation methods for multiview data [2] - [4] , where the challenge is to describe the scene content in a compact form that is robust to lossy data compression. Many approaches have been studied in the literature, such as the multiview format [5] , light fields [6] or even mesh-based techniques [7] . All these representations contain two types of data: i) the color or luminance information, which is classically described by 2D images; ii) the geometry information that describes the scene's 3D characteristics, represented by 3D coordinates, depth maps or disparity vectors. 1 Effective representation, coding and processing of multiview data partly rely on the proper manipulation of the geometry information.
The multiview plus depth (MVD) [8] format has become very popular in recent years for 3D data representation and coding. Depth information can be used to build a reliable estimation of scene geometry, enabling encoders to extract the correlations between views [9] and decoders to synthesize virtual views [10] . Many recent multiview video coders rely on depth signals to enhance their coding performance [11] . However, the representation of geometry with depth maps has one main drawback: if lossy compression is applied to depth images, as done in classical coders, the resulting error affects the quality of synthesized images. This is the case even if the depth gives a good estimation of the 3D scene geometry. More specifically, an error in the depth value for a first viewpoint (due to quantization for example) leads to a spatial error when determining the position of the corresponding pixels in neighboring views. This is illustrated in Fig 1. This error would not be a problem if it were possible to model accurately the impact of quantization on rendered view quality, as this would allow guaranteeing that a sufficient number of bits is always spent on the depth representation in order to minimize the impact of the error. But while attempts have been made, see [12] , [13] , developing these models is difficult in general, leading to potential inefficiencies in the achievable rate-quality trade-off for the reconstructed views.
By nature, a depth map represents the geometry of one view, and since it is used for prediction or even view synthesis, it can be viewed as a dense vector field. Analogously, a motion vector field is generally used for predictive video coding. We note that methods that consist in coding directly the depth maps are in fact performing quantization of the depth vectors. Yet, in the similar context of video coding, direct quantization of motion information has been considered [14] , [15] but is in general not used. By analogy, we argue that quantization of depth maps is not the most efficient to code this information, even if smart RD optimization criteria are used [12] , [13] , [16] - [20] . In practice in video coding it has been shown that it is much more efficient to adapt the rate used for motion vector information at the block matching stage, e.g., by selecting the "right" block size, rather than by directly quantizing a dense motion vector field. Here we adopt a similar philosophy and, instead of lossy compression of depth maps, we propose lossless transmission of a geometry representation that captures only the information needed for the required view predictions. 2 Our goal is to transmit "just enough" geometry information for accurate representation of a given set of views.
Specifically, we propose a new Graph-Based Representation (GBR) for geometry information, where the geometry of the scene is represented as connections between corresponding pixels in different views. In this representation, two connected pixels are neighboring points in the 3D scene. The graph connections are derived from dense disparity maps and provide just enough geometry information to predict pixels in all the views that have to be synthesized. GBR drastically simplifies the geometry information to the bare minimum required for view prediction. This "taskaware" geometry simplification allows us to control the view prediction accuracy before coding.
In more detail, the GBR is constructed as follows. The first view in the set (View 1) is represented by its color information. Then the GBR represents the new pixels of View 2 (i.e., pixels that are not present in View 1, such as disoccluded pixels) and links them to particular pixels in View 1. The same approach is repeated along the view direction. Hence, the resulting representation describes 3D points of the scene once and only once, i.e., the first time they are captured by one of the cameras, and links them through the different views in the graph. This simplified geometry information is derived from disparity values, at integer or sub-pixel precision.
Throughout this paper, we compare our approach to a standard method whose geometry is represented by depth maps.
We demonstrate the potential of GBR in controlling the view synthesis error when the geometry coding rate is low. In the experimental section, we study the behavior of both GBR and the depth-based scheme while compressing multiview geometry of static images. In particular, we compare how both schemes can adapt their respective geometry representations as a function of the complexity of the view prediction process. Our experimental results demonstrate that our GBR leads to a compact geometry representation with better control of compression artifacts as compared to direct compression of depth. We only focus on the geometry information in this paper, and on its importance for proper synthesis. The coding of the color information on GBR is an important and interesting problem too, which we are considering outside of the scope of this paper. Our preliminary work on the color coding problem [21] uses a graph-based wavelet transform and an adapted SPIHT algorithm. It is shown that GBR structure leads to efficient compression of disoccluded pixels, outperforming existing methods. Moreover, although our experiments are performed with multiview images, GBR might be useful in the MVC or 3DVC contexts [22] , where it is shown that cross-view prediction greatly helps for the coding of key pictures. Hence, GBR might be a promising alternative for inter-view anchor frame coding.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss related work. In Section III, we present our GBR solution by introducing in detail the graph construction process. We then present the complete coding scheme for the transmission of multiview data with GBR (Section IV). In Section V, we detail the view reconstruction and synthesis techniques. Finally, in Section VI, we present the experiments conducted to compare a baseline depth-based scheme and the prototype GBR approach and we show the benefit of representing geometry with graphs.
II. RELATED WORK
Depth-based representations in multiview image coding suffer from geometry inaccuracies due to lossy compression of depth information, which poses problems in both view prediction quality and compression performance. Different approaches have been proposed recently to improve overall performance while using lossy compression of depth information.
A first type of approaches model the error in geometry estimation due to lossy compression of depth using standard methods. Since depth is not directly displayed and is instead used for view synthesis, the objective is to model the impact of depth coding error on the synthesized view distortion, in order to better control where the coding losses are introduced. In [16] , compression performance optimization is done by experimentally simulating the view synthesis performance of some practical operating points and choosing the best one. The minimization is done with a multi-resolution full search. Some other works propose to build a rate-distortion (RD) model for proper rate allocation [12] , [17] , [18] . For example, in [17] , the RD model is estimated region-by-region, with each region corresponding to a different object of the scene. In [18] , the RD analysis relies on some complex models for the image textures. In [19] , wavelet properties are used to separate the different components of the scene and to analyze the consequence of inaccuracies in their depth values on each object. Regardless of the chosen RD model, the compression performance optimization remains complex and strongly dependent on scene content and camera settings (baseline, geometry complexity, etc.).
As an alternative, several authors have proposed coding tools for depth maps that are built on the observation that depth maps have sharp edges and very smooth textures. Hence, their objective is to preserve the sharpness of the edges, while spending few bits on the flat or smooth parts. Examples of such coding tools that have been proposed recently include meshes [7] , platelets [23] , shape-adaptive wavelets [24] , new block formats [25] , graph-based transforms [26] and coding of depth edges [27] . These tools indeed lead to better view synthesis performance using lossily encoded depth. However, they are only based on an indirect understanding of how depth compression affects view prediction (e.g., edges in the depth signal are important).
Closest to our proposed GBR, several methods have been proposed to reduce redundancy in the geometry representations for multiview data. As an example, the layered depth image (LDI) representation [28] , [29] avoids the inter-view redundancies, so that the 3D points of the scene are represented once and only once, in contrast to light field, multiview or depth-based representations, but similar to our proposed approach. In LDI, pixels of multiple viewpoints are projected onto a single view, the redundant pixels are discarded and the new ones (i.e., the ones occluded on this reference view) are added in an additional layer. The main drawback of LDI is that, unlike our method, it directly uses depth, associated to each of the layers. Thus, even if the geometry information is less redundant in LDI, the problem of controlling the error due to depth compression is still present, i.e., no solution is provided to adapt the accuracy of the lossy depth representation to the view synthesis task. In [30] , a cyclopean (i.e., one 2D video) version of stereo sequences is provided. The color pixels of both views are concatenated (the redundant pixels appear only once). The depth maps are replaced by a visibility image which indicates in which view each pixel is visible (right, left or both). Thus, as in GBR, a position is encoded, rather than the depth that was used to compute the position. However, this method [30] remains limited to integer displacement, and scenarios involving two stereo views, unlike the GBR proposed in this paper, which allows multiple views and non-integer displacements.
In light of the above, a good way of representing the geometry signal might be to reduce the spatial redundancy across the views and to adapt the transmitted geometry information to the view synthesis task, which are the two main purposes of our proposed GBR. Following the idea that transmitting the displacement of pixels between views rather than encoding the raw depth signal can help to achieve these two objectives, the GBR described in this paper, initially introduced in [31] and [32] , replaces depth information by graph connections that relate corresponding pixels in different views. The work developed in this paper extends our preliminary work on GBR [31] , [32] by proposing i) a new graph construction strategy that handles even the most complex scene geometries, ii) a novel geometry coding algorithm that achieves competitive performance as compared to standard depth map coding techniques and iii) novel representation and rendering techniques that enable non-integer disparity compensation.
III. GRAPH-BASED MULTIVIEW REPRESENTATION
A. Multiview Image Data
We describe now our new Graph-Based Representation approach in detail. Let us consider a scene captured by N cameras with the same resolution and focal length f . The n-th view is denoted by I n , with 1 ≤ n ≤ N, where I n (r, c) is the pixel at row r and column c. We consider translation between cameras, and we assume that the views are rectified. In other words, the geometrical correspondence between the views I n only has horizontal components. We also work under the Lambertian assumption, which states that each 3D point of the scene has the same lighting condition when viewed from every possible viewpoint. We assume that a depth image, Z n , is available at the encoder for every viewpoint, I n . Since the views are rectified, the relation between the depth z and the disparity d for two camera views is given by d = f δ z , where δ is the distance between the two cameras. In what follows, the geometry information is given by disparity values that are computed from the depth maps Z n and the camera parameters. Our goal is to design a compact multiview representation of these N camera views that provides control of the geometry information accuracy.
B. Geometrical Structure in Multiview Images
We first analyze the effect of camera translation on the image content. Let us consider two views I n and I n+1 captured by cameras that are separated by a distance δ. For the sake of clarity, we first consider integer disparities, i.e., full pixel displacements, and we explain how we handle the sub-pixel precision later. The geometrical correspondence between pixels in these two views takes the form of
where d is a disparity value. When this relation holds, pixels in certain regions in view I n+1 can be directly associated to pixels in corresponding regions in I n . These correspond to the elements of the scene that are visible in both views. Alternatively, the elements that are visible only from one viewpoint are often designed under the general name of occlusions, even if their occurrence is not only due to object occlusions. More exactly, we can categorize these pixels that are present or absent only in one view, into four different types as illustrated in Fig. 2 . First, a new part of the scene appears in the view because of camera translation. This usually appears from the right or left (depending on translation direction) and the new pixels are not related to object occlusions. They are called appearing pixels. During camera translation, foreground objects move faster than the background. As a result, some background pixels may appear behind objects and are thus called disoccluded pixels. Conversely, some background pixels may become hidden by a foreground object. These are called the occluded pixels. Finally, some pixels disappear in the viewpoint change, and they are called disappearing pixels.
We illustrate these different types of pixels and consider a row of pixels in the target view in Fig. 2 . Starting from the left border, we notice that the row first contains several appearing pixels, and then some pixels of the reference view. Then, the row presents some disoccluded pixels before showing again pixels of the reference view. After that, the row contains occluded pixels that are hidden in the target view. The rest of the row matches to the reference view until a series of disappearing pixels are given at the end of the row. We want now to describe the pixels in this target row in the second view by maximizing references to elements from the corresponding row in the first view. This can be achieved by navigating between the reference view and the "new" pixels of the target view. This navigation can be guided by connections between corresponding pixels in both views. We thus propose to construct a graph that is exactly made of these connections. This graph is derived from the depth information and the number of connections varies linearly with the number of foreground objects in the view. A more formal description of the graph construction method is given next.
C. Graph Construction
A graph with N levels describes 1 reference view and N − 1 predicted views and is constructed based on the depth maps Z n , 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. More precisely, the depth maps are converted to integer disparity values D n , 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. Since the object displacement is only horizontal in our setup with rectified views, the considered graph is constructed independently for each image row. For each row r , the graph incorporates color and geometry components, which are described by two matrices r (of size N × W ) and r (of size N W × N W ), where N is the number of levels (i.e., the number of views encoded by the graph) and W is the image width in pixels. The color values in row r are given by r . The matrix r is a connectivity matrix between the N W pixels (the ordering of the N W is done from left to right in the view order, i.e., the pixels of the first view are indexed from 1 to W , those of the second view from W +1 to 2W , etc.). A connection between a pixel i and a pixel j is represented by r (i, j ) = 1. In the graph construction, both the color and connectivity matrices are initialized to 0, which means "no connection" and "no color value," respectively.
We now describe in detail the construction of the graph. We show in Fig. 3 a graph construction example, with 5 levels that correspond to 1 reference view and 4 synthesized views. For the sake of clarity, we first describe in detail the graph construction of an arbitrary row r by considering only one predicted view I 2 , one reference view I 1 and its associated disparity map D 1 . The first level corresponds to the reference view, and thus r (1, j ) = I 1 (r, j ) for all j ≤ W . Then, the connection values r (i, j ) and the color values r (2, j ) are computed based on the following principles:
• The pixels intensities are represented in the graph level (i.e., view) where they appear first, which means that the second level only contains new pixels that are not present in the reference view.
• The connections r (i, j ) simply connect each new pixel to the position of its neighbor in the previous level. More precisely, a new pixel represented in a level l can be a point that is hidden by a foreground object in the previous views and becomes disoccluded at level l. If this foreground object was not in the scene, the pixel would have been visible in the previous views, near the other background pixels. The "neighbor" of this new pixel in the lower level l − 1 is thus the pixel that is right next to the disoccluded area. Based on these general rules, we describe now precisely how each of the pixel types shown in Fig. 2 is handled in our graph-based representation. First, the values of appearing pixels r (2, j ) , are assigned to the corresponding graph vertices, and no connections are drawn to other pixels in previous levels, except for the last appearing pixel, which is linked to the first pixel of the previous level (appearing pixels are thus attached to the side of the reference image). In the example of Fig. 3 , we see that the dark blue appearing pixel, in I 2 , is linked to the first pixel of level 1, which means that r (W + 1, 1) = 1.
As for the disoccluded pixels, let us take the case where the last pixel before foreground is at position c in level 1, and that d is its disparity value (i.e., d = D 1 (r, c) ). The position of the first disoccluded pixels is thus c + d + 1 in level 2, and the number of disoccluded pixels is equal to
The color values of these disoccluded pixels are stored at their position in the color matrix r . Additionally, we store the connection value r (c, c + d + W + 1) = 1, that links the last background pixel of the reference view to the pixels that are disoccluded. For example, in Fig. 3 , the foreground object is red. The disoccluded pixels are stored in r (2, 3) and r (2, 4) . In level 1, the last pixel before the foreground object is at position 1 (light blue pixel). The graph thus links this pixel to the first disoccluded pixel of level 2. These two pixels are considered as neighbors. The disparity d of the background in the example of Fig. 3 is equal to 1, so that the entry r (1, 22) in the connectivity matrix is set to 1.
The occluded pixels represent color values that are absent in the second view, and only visible in the reference one. They are described by a jump in the reference view and the jump value is stored in the connectivity matrix as a connection between the last pixel of the foreground, and the first visible pixel of the background. In the example of Fig. 3 , the last pixel of the foreground object is at position 4 in level 1 while the first background pixel visible in level 2 is at position 7. Thus, we have r (4, 7) = 1. Since no new pixel is contained in the second view, we do however not store any value in the color vector. The connections representing this jump are deduced from the disparity values of both foreground and occluded pixels. We give, later, a precise algorithm to determine in all the cases this jump value. Finally, the disappearing pixels are not represented by any connection nor color value.
The GBR construction strategy introduced above is presented in a general form in Algorithm 1. The inputs are two luminance views I 1 and I 2 , the depth image Z 1 and the distance between the two cameras δ. First, we convert the depth image into a dense disparity map D (lines 4 to 6). The non-integer disparity value is simply rounded to the closest integer. Then, the graph construction is done row by row. The pixels of I 1 are first inserted in the first level of the luminance matrix (lines 8 to 10). We then insert the appearing pixels in level 2 of the luminance matrix (lines 11 to 13). After this operation, we go through the dense disparity map of I 1 and detect disocclusions (lines 22 to 28) and occlusions (lines 28 to 30, and Algorithm 2). Finally, for building a graph with more than 2 views, one simply needs to repeat the operations from lines 11 to 37 for every predicted view, while taking as starting point the most recent view. This leads to H matrices r and r (H is the number of rows) that are concatenated in two 3D matrices and and constitute the complete GBR data structure. We note that the construction of such a graph can easily be extended to other view orderings. In other words, the reference view can be any of the N views, with the remaining views are derived from the reference or previously built views. If an intermediate view is chosen as a reference, two independent graphs would be generated: one going to the left and one to the right. We leave the problems of the optimization of the view order, and in particular the selection of the reference view, for future work.
With the above graph construction method, the graph representation is sparse (only a small fraction of entries is non-zero). This avoids all redundancy in the color value description since the pixels values stored at a given level in r are only those that are not present in the lower levels. Another important advantage of this graph representation is in the multi-level structure, where the connections in one level are related to connections in other lower levels. Therefore, a reconstruction algorithm only needs to go through these connection chains to reconstruct the different multiview images. This makes the reconstruction process simple and well suited for inter-view navigation, with smooth transitions between the views. Finally, the main property of the proposed GBR structure is its ability to control the geometry information. Indeed, the input depth information is compressed into a geometry signal "just enough" for view prediction.
The above GBR description corresponds to the representation of N input views for which color and depth images are known. Note that this information is sometimes not available, but our proposed GBR can also be used in cases where only a single view is known, and where the other views to synthesized are virtual. The GBR construction in such a scenario is described in detail in Section V-B.
D. Non-Integer Disparity
The graph introduced before only deals with integer disparities in the construction of connections between pixels in different views. However, the actual disparity values obtained from depth data might not always be integer. Hence, the rounding operation in the graph construction (see line 5 of Algorithm 1) induces a geometry error in the view prediction process. Indeed, sub-pixel disparity values imply that a pixel corresponding to an object in the scene is not necessarily captured at integer pixel positions in different views, which Algorithm 1 GBR Construction for Two Levels leads to prediction errors when disparity is constrained to be integer. A concrete example is given in Fig. 4 , where the transition between background and foreground may fall in a non-integer pixel position for one of the views. In such a case, simple view prediction that consists in copying the Algorithm 2 OcclusionManager pixel intensity from the reference view may fail, and smarter interpolation tools may be needed.
In order to compensate for these geometry errors, we extend our GBR to sub-pixel precision. We denote ε the level of sub-pixel precision, so that ε = 0.5 indicates that half pixel accuracy is supported. Sub-pixel precision is handled by simply enlarging the grid. Consider the case where ε = 0.5. We upsample the horizontal pixel grid of the target view by a factor of 1/ε = 2. The grid of the reference view is kept with an integer regular grid since it is the form of the ground-truth input depth map. The line 5 of Algorithm 1 is modified as follows:
In other words, the disparities are still integer but in a larger grid, which leads to a sub-pixel precision. The following graph construction remains similar than in Algorithm 1. The only difference comes at the reconstruction step, as explained in Section V. This new graph functionality thus allows us to consider any sub-pixel precision ε = 1 p , with p ∈ N * .
IV. GBR GEOMETRY CODING
In this section, we propose an efficient geometry encoding algorithm where the GBR connections are compressed to provide a compact description of multiview image geometry. As we can observe in the example of Fig. 3 , the matrix of connections for row r , r , is sparse. In order to encode it with a small number of bits, we propose the following coding strategy summarized in Fig. 5 . Let us take, without loss of generality, the example of a GBR representing only two views (one reference and one predicted view). The connection matrix is processed in order to split the connections into three sets representing respectively the appearing, the disoccluded and the occluded pixels. More precisely, for every non-zero value in , we analyze whether the connections goes to a lower level, an upper level or to the same level, corresponding respectively to appearing, disoccluded and occluded pixels. is coded with an arithmetic coder. However, in order to reduce its entropy we apply a simple predictor, which predicts the next binary element by adding 1 (binary sum) to the previous element. This is justified by the fact that the geometry information often alternates between occlusions and disocclusions (e.g., at each side of an object).
In a nutshell, the proposed coding strategy exploits the sparsity of the connections using an efficient binary image coder. The rest of the algorithm exploits the dependencies between the disparity values themselves to reduce the coding cost. The efficiency of our geometry representation thus comes from i) a simplified lossy version at the representation step in the GBR, and ii) a lossless compression algorithm that exploits sparsity in the geometry sparsity and the correlation between the disparity values.
In order to decrease the geometry coding costs, we can furthermore estimate the geometry in some views, instead of coding it for every view. Hence, we introduce the possibility of removing some levels (i.e., views) from the graph structure and interpolating them at the receiver. In other words, the graph contains L < N levels. In this case, fewer bits are required for encoding the geometry since the number of levels is reduced. When a level is removed from the graph, the graph construction is directly performed between the previous and the next level (e.g., edges connect levels 2 and 4 directly, instead of passing through level 3 and the pixel values of the level that is skipped are stored in the upper level). However, the interpolation of views at the decoder may create some distortion in the geometry. The interpolation of a view at the decoder is done by disparity compensation with the two closest received views (see Sec. V-B). The two disparity-compensated estimations of the interpolated view are then merged, which results in a synthesized view with no disocclusion. The choice of the number of levels L and of which levels are included in the graph is a trade-off between the bit rate required for graph compression, and the distortion of the reconstructed view. In this paper, we choose L and the views involved in the graph with a full search algorithm that evaluates the graph size and the rendered distortion for many configurations. We have observed experimentally that the set of reasonable structures is in fact small, and only "intuitively good" structures, e.g., where views included in the graph are regularly spread over the view set, tend to be efficient. Thus, in practice an exhaustive search will not be needed and it will be sufficient to choose one such regular structure. Note that choosing the views involved in the GBR is similar to choosing the best Group Of Pictures (GOP) structure in MVC or 3DVC standards [34] . Indeed, a skipped view in our graph is equivalent to a synthesized virtual view in standard compression schemes.
Finally, color compression algorithms may also benefit from the GBR multiview representation, although this outside of the scope of this paper. For example, we have recently shown in [21] that graph edges in the GBR, which link pixels in different views that are neighbors (e.g., a disoccluded pixel and its neighbors in the neighboring view), can be exploited for compression using a graph-based transform (designed over the GBR graph structure).
V. GBR VIEW RECONSTRUCTION AND SYNTHESIS
A. View Reconstruction From GBR
The graph information described in the previous section is used directly for view reconstruction at the decoder. The reconstruction of a certain view requires the color values and the connections of all lower levels. The reconstruction of the color values in the current view is performed by navigating the graph across its different levels. This navigation starts from the border of the image at the level (i.e., view) that needs to be constructed; it then follows the connections and refers to the lower levels when no color information is available at current level. We show in Fig. 6 an example of a view synthesis for the image of level 2, based on the graph in the example of Fig. 3 . The pixel numbering is done with respect to the column index of I 2 , as in Fig. 3 . The reconstruction starts with the appearing pixel 1 at level 2. Then, it moves to the reference level and fills pixel color values until encountering a non-zero connection. The first connection is after pixel 2 and links it to pixel 3 and 4 in level 2. After filling all the disoccluded pixels, the reconstruction goes back to the reference level and fills color information (5, 6 and 7) until the next non-zero connection (at pixel 7). The connection in 7 indicates an occluded region. Hence, the reconstruction algorithm jumps across columns in the reference view and continues the decoding of the pixels in the reference level for pixel 8 to 19 until it recovers the entire row. The reconstruction of the other views (i.e., the other levels of the graph in multiview images) is done recursively.
We see that the reconstruction process is very simple and that the required geometry information is captured in a flexible and controlled way by the graph connections. In the case of sub-pixel precision ε = 1 p , with p ∈ N * , the reconstruction process is also simple and intuitive. We recall that the target image size has been increased ×p in the GBR. At the receiver side, the pixels of predicted levels are interpolated from the irregular grid made of the known pixels reconstructed from GBR. More precisely, we run the reconstruction function with the enlarged grid [1, 2, . . . , W p] . After that step, only a small percentage of pixels (at most 1 out of p) can be found at irregular locations on the grid. From those irregularly located pixels, we use a linear interpolation to obtain pixels 
B. View Synthesis
In the literature, depth maps are not only used for assisting multiview coding, i.e., compressing a set of captured views. This geometry information further enables view synthesis [35] , i.e., the generation of new virtual camera views for which no color or depth information is available 3 . This is very helpful in many applications such as free viewpoint television [36] . We explain here how this task can be achieved with our GBR, and how our new compact geometry description is more suited to view synthesis as well. From the connections stored in the graph , we are able to retrieve the disparity information, hence the geometry of the scene. The way these disparity maps are extracted from GBR is detailed in Algorithm 3.
From the disparity maps, the GBR is then able to synthesize any virtual view at intermediate positions between reference view and the first predicted view, exactly as in depth-based scheme. While view synthesis can be performed from an existing GBR, we can also directly build the graph for synthesized virtual views. In other words, this graph would no longer be built with captured views, but with only one reference view and multiple virtual views. The graph construction is done exactly as before, except that the "new pixels" of levels greater than 1 are not filled (they are unknown), and are inpainted at the decoder. In that way, the GBR provides the exact amount of information needed for a particular view synthesis, which is efficient in terms of bit-rate as we demonstrate in Section VI.
C. Complexity Discussion
From the view reconstruction and synthesis presented above, the GBR decoding operations that could be bottleneck are those involving pixel-based operations, as well as the inpainting techniques. Pixel-based operations are needed for view projection using the graph information. It is however the case in 3D-HEVC or any other depth-based decoders as well, since views are generally synthesized with a pixel-based DIBR algorithm. Moreover, this computational complexity can be reduced by a smart parallelization of the pixel projections. Finally, inpainting is used only if disocclusion occurs after bidirectional view synthesis, exactly as in the depth-based schemes. Overall, the GBR representation does not involve more computationally complex tasks than traditional depthbased representations with view synthesis at the decoder.
VI. GEOMETRY CODING EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our representation for coding the geometry in multiview images. We use several datasets summarized Table I . They all provide a set of multiple rectified views, for which color and raw depth information are available. One view is used as reference (i.e., View 1) and both its color and depth information are used to synthesize the other views. We evaluate the trade-off between the geometry bit rate and the quality of synthesis views that are constructed using decoded geometry information. Such tests are classical in the geometry compression literature; they provide a quantifiable and meaningful evaluation of geometry compression algorithms. In all the results below, we only consider the bit rate required for geometry, and we assume that the color information of the reference view is available losslessly to all the algorithms we compare.
In detail, we synthesize multiple views from one reference view that is given with uncompressed color information and with compressed geometry information. We compare our scheme with three standard depth compression schemes: JPEG2000 [37] , HEVC Intra [11] and an edge-adaptive wavelet (EAW) transform based coder [24] . For the three schemes we compare against, we code the depth map of the reference view with different quantization levels, and evaluate a rate-distortion performance curve. Using the decoded depth image, we predict the target views using a classical depth-image based rendering technique [38] . The expansion and disocclusion holes are filled using a simple horizontal interpolation algorithm, that estimates every missing pixel with a linear combination between the two closest known pixel values of the same row. In our GBR, instead of a depth image, we represent the geometry information with a graph whose connections link pixels in the target views and in reference view. More precisely, we build a GBR between the reference view and one target view in the set of target viewpoints. The GBR has a sub-pixel precision ε. The graph is coded using the proposed algorithm introduced in Sec. IV. We then synthesize all viewpoints with the geometry information provided by the GBR, as described in Section V. Since "new" pixels in the target views are absent in the GBR, they are interpolated at the reconstruction process, using the same technique as in the depth-based prediction schemes. We measure the PSNR (in dB) of the synthesized views with respect to the original ground-truth view. The best PSNR for the synthesized view would be the one corresponding to the use of non-compressed depth for view synthesis. This will be called "optimal" quality in what follows. Note that this optimal quality is not infinite because of: i) input geometry inaccuracies and ii) the existence of disoccluded regions for which the actual pixel values are not available and need to be interpolated.
We first consider the scenario where the goal is to reach nearly optimal synthesis quality with a rate that is as low as possible. In Fig. 7 , we show some visual examples of synthesized views that are within just 0.05 dB of the optimal quality. We first observe in Fig. 7(b) and (d) , that while the overall loss is small (0.05 dB) errors are localized and can be large, e.g., error magnitudes of around 150 for some pixels. High error pixels (absolute error greater than 30) correspond however to only 0.2 − 0.6% of the total number of pixels. Figure 7 (e)-(l) shows that the quality is still acceptable. We show in Figs. 8 and 9 , similar visual results when the synthesized quality is at 0.05 and 0.2 dB from the optimal quality. We clearly observe in Figs 8 and 9 (f),(i), that a loss of 0.2 dB leads to significant visual artifacts. The error is still localized but the number of erroneous pixels (with an error >30) achieves 1.2 − 2.0% of the image size, which becomes highly noticeable. We note here that a small PSNR loss (even as low as 0.2 dB) can substantially decrease the visual quality. In Table II , we show the minimum rate required to obtain a synthesized view within 0.2 and 0.05 dB of optimal for each of the geometry compression schemes. Since the performance of GBR is only one point in the RD space, the GBR rates are only reported for the scenario of −0.05 dB. We have shown previously that a loss of 0.2 dB is a range Visual artifacts between I 0 , the optimally synthesized view, I 0.05 and I 0.2 , the ones synthesized with compressed depth (JPEG2000) and whose PSNR are respectively at 0.05 and 0.2 dB from the optimal quality, for the "Statue" data set. for which the errors are visually too large, so we present the rate comparison between GBR and the baseline methods for the case of −0.05 dB. Results are reported in Table III . Fig. 10 shows the rate-distortion curves of the three baseline depth compression schemes, and the rate-distortion point of our GBR technique. The PSNR values shown in these curves are the average PSNRs over all the synthesized views. The rates are those needed for geometry representation.
We now analyze the results of Fig. 10 and Tables II and III , from three different perspectives: 1) comparison between GBR and edge-aware encoder (EAW), 2) comparison between GBR and high performance standard codecs (HEVC/JPEG2000), 3) a specific analysis of GBR's behavior.
A. GBR Versus EAW
Comparing GBR and EAW in Fig. 10 , Tables II and III , we see that GBR performs overall better. This is due to two main reasons. Firstly, the EAW method spends a significant bit rate in coding the geometry (i.e., preserving the edges in the depth image). In Fig. 10 , we can see that all the EAW curves are lower-bounded by the rate needed for edge transmission. Secondly, preserving edge information is not always the best strategy. To prove this statement, we compare the simplified geometry provided by GBR with the edges that EAW, as well as many other traditional depth coding algorithms [23] , [24] , [26] , aim at preserving. In Fig. 11 , we show the depth maps, the edges detected by gradient-based algorithms (used in EAW-based coder), and the positions of our connections in the GBR. We can see how GBR differs from traditional methods by considering two cases. Firstly, when smooth depth gradients exist, our GBR may introduce geometry information (i.e., a graph connection) in the middle of the gradient, representing a disparity change. In contrast, depth-based approaches compress this smooth region very crudely, allocating most of the bit budget to coding the object edges. Secondly, some depth edges do not lead to disparity jumps in our GBR, as we can see for example in the "Couch" example. This is clearly visible in the compressed geometry images shown in Fig. 12 . These observations outline the fact that the proposed GBR builds a geometry signal that is adapted to the geometry of the scene and to the complexity of the view prediction: it preserves every useful piece of geometry information and not only the edges as EAW.
B. GBR Versus JPEG2000 / HEVC
First, we observe in Figs 8 and 9 , that scaling the rate is not without effect and might be useless in the view synthesis context, in the sense that a small PSNR loss (0.05 dB) can already have a large visual impact on the quality of the synthesized view. Second, we observe that our GBR approach almost always outperforms the JPEG2000 approach. Although it is true that JPEG2000 is not the highest performance image coder, this result provides a good reference for the performance of our GBR technique. Fig. 10 also shows that GBR and HEVC are not far from each other in terms of performance and in Table II , and III we see that GBR outperforms HEVC for two out of the four sequences, indicating GBR based coding can be competitive with even the most recent and powerful compression standards. We additionally note that for "Statue," the difference between GBR and HEVC performances is significant. If we look at Fig. 10 , we notice that this is mainly due an exceptionally good performance of HEVC for this sequence. Note that GBR is quite consistent in its relative comparison with EAW and JPEG2000, and we see that the curve of HEVC at low bitrate reaches the optimal PSNR very quickly. The "Statue" sequence has a specific geometry structure, made of several objects parallel to the foreground, which leads to a piecewise constant depth image. Images that are piecewise constant are particularly easy to encode with HEVC (given intra prediction) and this could explain such a gap between HEVC and the other methods that do not perform intra prediction. Conversely, for images where depth has more complex characteristics (e.g., slopes) HEVC's intra prediction is not efficient and rate-distortion comparisons tend to favor GBR.
C. GBR's Behavior Analysis
We finally show that GBR adapts its geometry representation to the task at hand. In particular, the geometry information Fig. 11 . Illustration of depth images (first row), depth edges preserved by depth coding algorithm (second row), and GBR connection positions (third row), for the "Venus," "Tsukuba," "Couch" and "Mansion" multiview datasets of Table I . Geometry images for "Sawtooth" (left) and "Statue" (right) sequences. Subfigures (a) and (b) are the original depth maps. Subfigures (c) and (d) are the depth maps coded with edge-adaptive wavelet (EAW) based coder [24] , while (e) and (f) are geometry images extracted from our GBR. In these visual examples, the geometry coding rate of EAW is equal to the rate of our GBR (30 kb for "Sawtooth" and 10 kb for "Statue").
is no longer carried out with compressed depth maps, but with connections between particular pixels positions. We show here the shape and the behavior of the geometry signal provided by the GBR. For different datasets, summarized in Table I , we build the GBR for two views (a reference and a predicted one). We deduce the disparity maps from the GBR connections using Algorithm 3. The experiments are repeated for two different distances between the views (i.e., different prediction complexity). The results are shown in Fig. 13 for four datasets. We see that the GBR geometry provides a simplified version of the depth map. For example, the gradient of depth in the "Venus" depth image becomes a set of steps parallel to the camera plane. The results also show that GBR adapts its level of precision to the complexity of the prediction.
For example, the "Sawtooth" geometry is represented by six values while the geometry is only described by two values for the "Couch" image set. Moreover, looking at the geometry images for the prediction of View 2 and View 3, we observe that when the distance increases, GBR increases the amount of geometry information used in order to guarantee a good prediction quality.
In Fig. 14 , we show the performance of the geometry compression scheme as a function of the distance δ between the reference and synthesized views. For every distance δ, we plot the RD comparison (in the format of Fig. 10 ), and we pick the minimum rate for each method to achieve a PSNR that is closer than 0.05 dB to the optimal one. The evolution of these rates is summarized in Fig. 14 . We see that for low distance, our GBR is not that competitive with the standards methods. This is due to the fact that the error artifacts introduced in the compressed depth maps have a very small influence on the synthesized view quality. However, when distance increases, these coding artifacts become very important (they are indeed increasing with the baseline distance). At large distances, GBR that precisely controls the error of its projection becomes more efficient than the baseline depth compression methods.
In this experimental section, we have demonstrated that our GBR solution describes the geometry in a compact form, that competes with the most recent standards. In addition, it presents some interesting properties, such as adapting its level of precision to the complexity of the view synthesis to be done, which overcomes one of the main limitations of depth-based compression methods.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an alternative method to depth for multiview geometry representation. Using graphs to describe connections between pixels of different views, our method represents the true geometry in the scene and avoids the inter-view redundancies. At the same time, it increases the control on geometry compression artifacts in the Fig. 13 . Illustration of depth images (first row), GBR geometry for view 2 prediction (second row), and GBR geometry for view 3 prediction (third row), for the "Venus," "Sawtooth," "Couch" and "Statue" multiview datasets of Table I .
Fig. 14. Geometry rate to achieve a view synthesis quality at 0.05 dB from the optimal PSNR, as a function of the distance δ between reference and the synthesized view (in camera index). reconstructed views. We have additionally proposed an efficient geometry coding algorithm based on this new graphbased representation and illustrated its potential in ratedistortion view synthesis performance compared to standard depth compression schemes. Future works will focus on the development of more effective coding strategies for both color and geometry coding in order to extend the performance of this promising GBR of multiview images. Moreover, introducing a variable rate control block might also be an interesting direction in order to enable the trade-off between quality and bit-rate for more flexibility.
